I the evolution of Pathological Science it is an incontestable historical trutlh that its starting-point is milorbid anatoimyv. The systematic study of the changes discoverable by the naked eye has preceded every other forml-of observation, for reasons as obvious as they renatural. rThe great work of Morgagni (1682 Morgagni ( -1771 iimmediate relation to Medicine. Together Pathology and Medicine muay be studied with the highest iiutual advantage ; to divorce them would be disastrous to the progress of both. This is, it seemns to miie, the side that admits of particularly advantageous study; not, of course, to -the exclusion of any others, but amongst them-l, for all are equally welcom-le.
And now we have, as imiemibers of the Pathological Section of the Royal Society of Medicine, to be loyal to its objects and its interests. And these will be chiefly forwarded by such as are engaged in research, or who have the opportunity of miiaking observations, contributing to our Proceedings. It is upon what will appear in these that the position of this Section, and, in a proportionate degree, the position of the Society as a whole, will depend. It is in our own hands to build up or leave unbuilt. We cannot lay the responsibilitv elsewhere; it rests absolutely with ourselves.
And lastly, in regard to the discussions or remn.arks miiade upon coilmunications. It has been hitherto the practice, after the coillmiunication of a paper, for subsequent speakers to miiake their observations in a set or continuous form. In place of this, I propose substituting, during the year of office with which you have so unduly honoured me, another miiethod of discussion, which might by contrast be called that of interruption-the lmlethod which persons adopt in discussing any subject Pathiologica1 Section 3 privatelv. Its advantages are, I subnmit, that it will encourage debate by making it so much easier to take part in it; it will elicit opinions more effectively, and it will be less tedious to those who listen.
I do not see why a third or even a fourth speaker mnight not join in and interpose remarks. The method, in short, is that which is commonly spoken of as the Socratic, as we know it in the immortal Dialogues of Plato. And surely no higher guarantee than this is needed of its value. It is the miiethod particularly devised, as being the one best adapted, for sifting scientific questions.
An Example of Incomplete Glandular Hermaphroditism in the Domestic Fowl. By S. G. SHATTOCK aild C. G. SELIGAIANN.
IN the fifty-seventh volume of the Tranisactionis of the Pathwlogical Society we have described at length a case of true hermaphroditism in the domestic fowl. In the present comimiiunication we venture to record a second example, although its anatoiical grade is decidedly lower than that alread) referred to, since the sexual gland, whilst it presents tubuli of miale and femuale type, does not exhibit any area in which spermatogenesis or ovulation is in progress. The bird is a Leghorn fowl, which was kindly given to us alive, in January, 1907, by Dr. Leonard Hill, who has furnished us with the following history It was bought with eleven young white Leghorn hens three summners previously, and at that time attracted no attention for the first six months or so, the bird presenting no features differentiating it from the others. Other cocks were seen to put their wing out and run round it as if about to tread it; and it was observed to tread, or endeavour to tread, a hen three or four times. It was never heard to crow, or to make the attemiipt.
'When we received it, it was turned out with a gamiie cock and a white Leghorn capon which had been brought up together and lived oIn aillcable term-is. The cock dropped his wing and waltzed round the newcomiier, but did not ilolest it. The next day, however, he suddenly attacked it and inflicted injuries to which it succulmbed shortly afterwards.
The tail of the bird is quite feminine, and altogether devoid of sickle feathers. The coilmb is that of a hen or young cockerel. The neck hackles are solmewhat longer than normal in the female, but not pointed as in the ml-ale. The legs are provided with spurs. These are about 18 cmll. in length, somiiewhat slender, but very-sharp.
